**BREAKING: Team Trump Launches New Social Media Website**

Donald Trump’s team has officially launched his new social media platform and it is likely to get a ton of buzz. The platform, known as GETTR, launched on Thursday and its mission statement reads that it is a place that is “fighting cancel culture, promoting common sense, defending free speech, challenging social media monopolies, and creating a true marketplace of ideas,” Politico reported.  

---

**One America News**

*President Trump* is set to hold a campaign-style rally at the Sarasota Fairgrounds in Fla. Tune in July 3rd at 8 p.m. ET / 5 p.m. PT for LIVE, uninterrupted coverage! #OANN

---

**Florida Gov. Signs Bill Allowing Students To Record Professors In Class**

Florida Gov. Signs Bill Allowing Students To Record Professors In Class | Trump Reagan | trumpreagan.us
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**“WE HAVEN’T FINISHED YET!”**  
—DONALD TRUMP

---

**Trending Politics**

Get the best Conservative News  
@TrendingPolitics.com
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**2021 ©**
Lauren Boebert @laurenboebert  Joe Biden’s Two Point Plan To Stop Crime: -Violate the 2nd Amendment -You know, the thing

Border County Sheriff Slams Biden and Harris: What They've Been Doing Is an 'Insult to Anybody Who Wears a Badge'

Iron Great Wall of Poso @JackPosobiec  A recent operation undertaken by Homeland Security Investigations has resulted in the arrest of 82 people, with 31 being rescued from the massive human trafficking operation.

Contending For The Faith: Sidney Powell with Kevin Jessip

70 million pissed off Republicans.

0 cities destroyed by them.

We are not the same
This is the Antifa leader. Joseph “Jose” Alcoff. Look who standing right in front of him. This needs to be shared by all Patriots.

We can have no ‘50-50’ allegiance in this country. Either a man is an American and nothing else, or he is not an American at all.

- Theodore Roosevelt

The government spent $3,000,000,000 in taxpayer funds for an ad campaign to combat hesitancy surrounding the shot.

There are people living on f***ing food stamps. There are people without clean water. There are people without essentials for health. Are we for real??

4,115 Vaccinated People Have Died, Been Hospitalized With COVID-19 ‘Breakthrough’ Infections: CDC

Arrests will take place [SOON]. They committed crimes against humanity. They killed for profit/control/power. This is ending sooner then expected. They are confused. >>Lost. Our plan is smooth //cuts deep to the core of corruption. There’s no escape from what’s coming.
THANKS TO RICK and Beryl!!!!

CAN YOU SAY: NUREMBERG TRIALS? COVID-19 KILLERS ARE BECOMING KNOWN ...

* The masks start to fall off! * "The Wuhan Biological Lab * is owned by GlaxoSmithKline *, which (accidentally) * owns Pfizer!" (the one who makes the vaccine against the virus that was (accidentally) started * at the Wuhan Biological Laboratory that was * (accidentally) * funded by Dr. Fauci, who (* accidentally *) promotes the vaccine.
"GlaxoSmithKline * is * (accidentally) * managed by Black Rock's finance division, which * (accidentally) manages the finances of the Open Foundation Company (Soros Foundation), which (accidentally) runs the French AXA *.* "Soros (accidentally) owns the German company Winterthur, which (accidentally) built a laboratory in Wuhan * and was bought by the German Allianz, which (coincidentally) has Vanguard as a shareholder, who * (coincidentally) is a shareholder of Black Rock, "which (coincidentally) controls central banks and manages about a third of global investment capital. *

"Black Rock" is also (coincidentally) * a major shareholder of MICROSOFT, owned by Bill Gates, who (coincidentally) is a Pfizer shareholder (who, remember? Sells a miracle vaccine) and (coincidentally) is now the first sponsor of The OMS!*  Now they understand how a dead bat sold in a wet market in China has infected the ENTIRE PLANET! "" * Scoundrels and murderers, their Billion-dollar vaccine production profits have increased fivefold in a year since the self-caused pandemic.

Rick Brodzik